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cian–philosopher contemporary of the former and also living in Irak (although he did never
move to Egypt) and possibly belonging to the same family. Rashed’s views were contested
by A.I. Sabra, who ﬁrmly (and soundly) sustained that the two Ibn al-Haythams were one
and the same person (‘‘One Ibn al-Haytham or two? An exercise in reading the bio-biblio-
graphical sources”, ZGAIW, 12 (1998), 1–50, and 15 (2003), 95–108). In the appendix
under discussion, Rashed keeps to his own theory and claims that On the Conﬁguration
of the World must be ascribed to Muhammad ibn al-Hasan for several reasons, including
that the physical approach of the book sharply contrasts with the mathematical approach
of the astronomical works he attributes to al-Hasan ibn al-Hasan, and also that it contra-
dicts the criticisms found in Doubts concerning Ptolemy. It is true that the existence of two
authors provides an ingenious explanation for the overwhelming number of works attrib-
uted to Ibn al-Haytham, as well as for the fact that while most (but not all) of them are
highly mathematically demanding yet others are of a medical, philosophical or propaedeu-
tical nature. Even if Rashed’s arguments are not conclusive, still he has made an interesting
suggestion that future research should not overlook. He has pointed out problems and puz-
zles that remain to be explained. This discussion raises yet another point of major interest:
there is still an immense work to do about Ibn al-Haytham’s production, and most
particularly about his astronomical treatises. Rashed’s ﬁfth volume of Les mathe´matiques
inﬁnite´simales du IXe au XIe sie`cle is the most important contribution to date to Ibn
al-Haytham’s astronomy and a model for future editions and commentaries.
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In the course of the 14th century there arose at Oxford and Paris a number of sophisti-
cated quantitative techniques for the study of the physics of moving bodies. Notable among
these was what has come to be known as Bradwardine’s rule – that speeds follow the
ratios of moving powers to resistances – which was developed at Oxford by Thomas
Bradwardine and published in his Tractatus de proportionibus velocitatum in motibus in
1328. Bradwardine’s rule, drawing on the classical theory of compounding ratios, very soon
became one of the standard ploys in university disputations for solving sophisms involving
motion. At Oxford it was applied with great ingenuity by Richard Swineshead and others,
and at Paris the mathematics of ratios was extended and generalized by Nicole Oresme.
Although Bradwardine’s rule was repeatedly challenged over the next two centuries both
on mathematical and on physical grounds, it enjoyed almost universal acceptance, until
by the beginning of the 16th century it seems to have fallen into disuse, remaining forgotten
until Anneliese Maier rediscovered it in 1949.
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of Bradwardine’s rule, from its beginnings and early use at Oxford to its spread to Italy in
the course of the 14th and 15th centuries. As for its origins, Elzbieta Jung and Robert
Podkonski argue in their essay ‘‘Richard Kilvington on Proportions” not only that the
Oxford master Richard Kilvington (ca. 1302–1361) actually employed the relation now
known as Bradwardine’s rule several years before it appeared in Bradwardine’s Tractatus
(an argument made elsewhere by Jung), but also that Kilvington consistently used the
mathematics of ratios throughout his university career, not only in logical but also in
natural philosophical, ethical, and theological works. After the publication of Bradwardine’s
Tractatus, which put the method of ratios into a more convenient form for teaching,
Kilvington’s work on ratios was largely overlooked.
Bradwardine’s rule was very soon taken up generally at Oxford and applied extensively
to a variety of cases involving motion, notably by Richard Swineshead (ﬂ. ca. 1340–1355),
known as the Calculator from the title of his Liber calculationum. In his article ‘‘Quelques
aspects des me´thodes mathe´matiques de Richard Swineshead dans les Traite´s des Calculati-
ones sur le mouvement local,” Edmond Mazet argues that, contrary to the opinion of John
Murdoch and others, Swineshead’s use of calculatory techniques was not essentially soph-
ismatical and merely didactic, but rather was a serious attempt to do research into physical
problems involving motion. To this end he examines two examples of Swineshead’s analysis
of motion through resisting media from the Liber calculationum. The examples seem to
show, however, that Swineshead was concerned mainly with reducing imaginary complex
motions through varying resisting media to simple uniform and uniformly diﬀorm motions,
which are then susceptible of comparison by standard techniques such as the mean-speed
theorem.
Swineshead is perhaps best known for his use of Bradwardine’s rule in the mathematical
analysis of an imaginary rod falling by gravity through the centre of the earth. In their classic
article on this problem (in BJHS 3 [1966], 150–182), Michael Hoskins and A.G. Molland,
after having translated the calculations into modern algebra, concluded that Swineshead
had been working at his mathematical limits. In her ‘‘Calculationes de motu locali in Richard
Swineshead and Alvarus Thomas” in this volume, Edith Sylla ﬁrst distinguishes the classical
theory of proportions taken from Euclid (in which ratios are compounded by appending
terms in continuing proportion) from what she calls the practical tradition (in which ratios
are compounded simply by multiplying their denominations). Then, with the help of Alvarus
Thomas’s 1509 commentary on the Liber calculationum, she explains Swineshead’s proof in
its original form using the classical theory of proportions, and concludes that in Euclid and
Bradwardine Swineshead had found a mathematics entirely suﬃcient for his analysis of
motion, without resorting to algebra or the practical tradition of proportions.
By the late 14th century, Bradwardine’s rule was known in northern Italy, partly through
Blasius of Parma (d. 1416), who studied at Paris before returning to Italy to teach ﬁrst at
Bologna and then at Pavia and Piacenza. As Sabine Rommevaux explains in ‘‘Les re`gles
du mouvement de Blaise de Parme dans les deux versions de ses Questions sur le traite´ des
rapports de Thomas Bradwardine,” Blasius wrote two sets of questions on Bradwardine’s
Tractatus. In the ﬁrst of these he defended Bradwardine’s rule against certain objections,
notably that the compounding of ratios should be understood not in Bradwardine’s sense
(i.e., within the classical tradition) but in the sense of multiplying their denominations
(i.e., within the practical tradition). In the second set, however, he also raised certain phys-
ical objections to the applicability of Bradwardine’s rule: the rule does not hold, he argued,
in cases of qualitative change where agents assimilate their patients, or in cases of motion
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not exist).
Blasius’s inﬂuence can be found in the work of two of his successors at the University of
Bologna, Messino da Condronchi (who taught there in 1384–1387 and 1392–1393), and
Angelo di Fossombruno (1395–1399). According to Jean Celeyrette, in his article ‘‘Le
mouvement selon la cause chez Messino da Condronchi et Angelo di Fossombruno,” nei-
ther wrote directly on Bradwardine, but both used his rule in their treatments of William
Heytesbury’s Regulae solvendi sophismata. Celeyrette shows that, although Messino
doubted that the rule held for all variations of force and resistance, and Angelo contended
that it did not apply at all to voluntary, natural, and celestial motions, both in the end held
to the common view, that is, to Bradwardine’s rule despite these exceptions to it. In the cen-
tury that followed, however, another Bolognese master challenged the very mathematical
basis of Bradwardine’s rule. As Joe¨l Biard argues in ‘‘La Question sur le rapport entre les
mouvements d’Alexandre Achillini,” Alessandro Achillini (1453–1512) eﬀectively rejected
the classical theory of compounding of ratios in favour of the practical tradition of multi-
plying denominations. According to Biard, Achillini further limited the applicability of
mathematics to nature by accepting minima naturalia and a minimum movement, which
means that any mathematical relation will break down at the smallest level. Nevertheless,
Biard concludes that Achillini’s criticisms show at least that Bradwardine’s rule was still
fully integrated into the Aristotelian and Averroist natural philosophy of the early 16th
century.
But the inﬂuence of the scholastic traditions of the 14th century, including Bradwardine’s
rule, seems generally to have been waning by this time; Galileo, for instance, eﬀectively had
to rediscover for himself the mean-speed theorem and the graphical representations of mo-
tion. An exception was perhaps Galileo’s English counterpart Thomas Harriot (1560–
1621). According to Pascal Brioist and Jean-Jacques Brioist in ‘‘Harriot, lecteur d’Alvarus
Thomas et de Niccolo Tartaglia,”Harriot was looking for a general rule to express the rela-
tion between the weight of a projectile, the quantity of powder, and the angle and resulting
length of shot. They show that he drew his ballistic data not only from William Bourne and
Alessandro Capobianco (both of whom he cited) but also from Niccolo` Tartaglia’s Nova
scientia; and they show that Harriot adopted from Tartaglia’s later Quesiti the continuously
curving path of a projectile. For the theory of such a continuously mixed natural and vio-
lent motion, Brioist and Brioist suggest that Harriot looked to Alvarus Thomas’s Liber de
triplici motu, a copy of which he possessed and which drew on Swineshead’s Liber calcula-
tionum. From Alvarus Thomas, Harriot also seems to have adopted Oresme’s technique of
representing speeds, times, and distances graphically, and then applied an Oresme-like dia-
gram to the actual parabolic path of a projectile. Perhaps he was more the English Tarta-
glia than the English Galileo, but he shows the continued inﬂuence, through Alvarus
Thomas, of the Oxford calculators into the 17th century.
Bradwardine’s rule and the classical theory of ratios that it drew on enjoyed a remark-
able career in the two centuries following its introduction, and the essays in this volume
document some of its vicissitudes. Although this career was largely spent by the time
Galileo and Harriot began their work on the new science of motion, its legacy to them
was perhaps the general tendency to apply mathematical techniques to physical problems.
The crucial diﬀerence was that they were applying these techniques to actual free fall and
real projectile motion, rather than to the possible but imaginary motions of their scholastic
predecessors.
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Bruce Burdick’s Mathematical Works Printed in the Americas, 1554–1700 is a stunning
achievement that leaves this reviewer nearly at a loss for words. This is a truly monumental
reference book reminiscent of the masterpieces of Florian Cajori and Louis Karpinski.
Logically thinking, perhaps it should not come as a shock that eventually someone would
write a work to rival Karpinski’s Bibliography of Mathematical Works Printed in America
Through 1850; still, it is startling to actually see such awork in print and hold it in one’s hands.
This bibliography includes a total of 259 works, including 220 almanacs and 39 publica-
tions classiﬁed as ‘‘mathematical works, excluding almanacs” (p. 17). Fortunately, Burdick
devotes considerable attention to the 39 nonalmanac mathematical works; Part I is devoted
entirely to those works and consists of 164 pages. Part II, entitled Almanacs, Ephemerides,
and Lunarios, is 138 pages. It will come as a surprise to many readers that few of these
works come from what is now the United States: just two of the nonalmanacs and 98 of
the almanacs. Mexico is the source of 118 of the works, with 41 coming from Peru.
The excellent 18-page introduction includes adiscussionof criteria for inclusionofworks in
this book, which will be interesting to historians of mathematics in its own right, as it ad-
dresses the age-old question of ‘‘What is a mathematical work?” or more generally, ‘‘What
is mathematics?” Burdick takes a liberal view, and notes that ‘‘ephemerides, giving the posi-
tion of the sun, moon, and planets throughout the year . . . can give insights into the use of
mathematics by their authors and users, even if the algorithms they used are not explicit”
(p. 7).
For each work in Parts I and II, Burdick includes basic bibliographic data such as the
author, printer, city of publication and a complete transcription of the title page. This data
also includes the locations of the original works, the existence of reprints or translations,
and the existence of images of the text on websites. Merely assembling this basic data must
have been a Herculean task. Burdick cites 57 libraries, including a small number of private
collections, which he visited to view original works. They include locations in the United
States, the United Kingdom, Mexico, France, Spain, and Chile. While some of the infor-
mation on the location of books could be found online, much was only available through
searches of local electronic or paper card catalogs.
Beyond the data, for the more signiﬁcant works, there are extensive commentaries on
authors and texts, comparisons to other works, and nearly anything else one might ﬁnd
interesting about these items. Clearly Burdick has read and thought about these publications
(and related secondary sources) very carefully. Perhaps the best example of this diligence is his
discovery regarding the origin of Juan Diez Freyle, the author of the 1556 Sumario
